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Seven engaging easy-busy scenes are perfect for children 18 months to 3 years. Very strong

looking big board book with simple search and match. At end of book there are interactive learning

ideas to help parents share in the look and find experience --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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I bought this book for my granddaughter. She is 2 and a half and loves DORA. We have had great

times reading this book over and over, and over and over. I had to get another one so we could

have a choice of what to read.

1) First and foremost, I recommend any of the First Look and Finds!!! By far the most instrumental

tool we have in teaching our young talker new words. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED no matter which

book you choose.2) All First Seek and Find books are very durable. Thick, sturdy pages. Easy to

clean if needed. They hardly wear at all. For these reasons, I think buying the used ones for $4 (a

penny plus $3.99 shipping) on  is just fine.3) About us: Our boy is 22 months old and has LOVED

these F.L.&F Books since he was 18 months old.4) But he is NOT a Dora fan, so this didn't start out

as one of the best F.L.&F (we own 8 & borrowed 6 more from the library). But it has grown on him

over time.5) If yours is an Dora fan, please ignore this review. I bet he or she would love it!6) We

like these far better than the I SPY level one books (board books or paperback). The board books



only have 2 objects to find per page, the paperbacks have 4, maybe 5 objects per page. While this

DORA book only has 6 objects per page, other First Seek and Find books have more (6-8 objects

per page).7) While it not his first choice, I don't regret the purchase....still 4 stars

One more Dora book in our collection.... but it's a good one. My 2 year old loves it. A must for Dora

fans!

My two year old is obsessed with Dora, so this book is perfect for her.Each page shows a Dora

character in a scene associated with a job (similar to the Jobs, Jobs, Jobs episode) --- a classroom,

a soccer field, an archaeological site, a street with a fire truck, outer space, an animal rescue center,

a ranch. For each scene, there is a box of items that the child must find within the picture.Your child

will enjoy pointing to the items and can practice naming them as he points. I usually ask my

daughter to find additional items to add variety. The last page of the book also includes activities

you can do with your child --- like counting --- as you read through the book.For any toddler who

enjoys Dora the Explorer, the book is worth the price.

My daughter loves Dora... so naturally she loved this My First Look and Find book!Easy enough for

a 3 year old to find the items without becoming frustrated- however once all of the items are located

it almost becomes too easy. I guess I will have to put this one away for a few months and then bring

it back out again. This way maybe she will have forgotten where everything is hidden...Overall great

book- easy I Spy type of search!

My son LOVES Dora (she's his celebrity crush), and this look-and-find book has been great fun. He

is a little older than three, and it's perfect for his age. It's a very simple/easy seek and find, though,

so if your child is older than 3.5 or 4, it may be too easy and will bore your kid quickly.
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